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Three levels of competition: 3
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Retail versus wholesale merger 

assessment
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Market with three products (A,B,C); A is a 

‘must stock’ brand and retailer chooses 

only one of  brands B or C

Implications of bargaining: An extreme
Retailers with bargaining power can make suppliers compete for limited shelf space

- If retailers choose not to stock products then customers find it more difficult to switch between them 

downstream

- This means downstream measures of competition may not directly apply and the bargaining 

framework should be considered directly
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OFT cases: Using downstream data 

to assess upstream competition
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Competition to be the own label supplier: 

Kerry/Headland (CC 2011)
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●Competition 

to be the own 

label supplier

●Competition 

for shelf space

● Market definition: Frozen Ready Meals

● Tender analysis

- 25 tenders

- In 11, Kerry was second to Headland

- In 9, Headland was second to Kerry

● Market shares

- [50-60]% at tender stage

- [40-50]% at wholesale stage

● Switching analysis

- Post-merger price rises!

- But some switching, and potential for more.

- CC concluded that customers would be able to find alternative 

FRM suppliers, and thus the price increase was temporary
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